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Executive Summary Outline  
 

The current document introduces the Open Online Course for the Opening Doors project (WP3.1). The 

course was built on an open WordPress platform with a course schedule, online resources and a blog. 

The course included a Google Currents discussion forum for communication, a Google Drive 

workspace for sharing and collaboration, and live Zoom video meetings for lectures, group work and 

meetings with external partners. 

The main objective was to support open communication, sharing and collaboration between post-

graduates across disciplines and countries. 

The course period was January 12 to February 11th 2022, which was subsequently extended for one 

week. The course had a limit of 60 participants, with a waiting list. Once the list of registrants had been 

reconciled i.e. people pulling out at the last minute and other people from the waiting list invited to 

take the available places, 59 early career researchers were registered to start the course. 

 

1. Introduction 
OPENING DOORS project, funded by the European Commission under Science with and for Society in 

Horizon 2020, developed an open, intersectoral, interdisciplinary, international, networked, state-of-

the-art, scalable, sustainable, and fit-for-purpose challenge-based (bMOOC) educational course in 

open science and open innovation for PhD graduates and post-doctoral researchers across Europe. 

Opening Your Research to Collaborative Futures’ ultimate goal is to shape more “engaged research” 

(Holliman et al., 2015; Holliman, 2017) innovative, socially aware, entrepreneurial and employable 

doctoral and post-doctoral researchers, prepared to meet the challenges of the future.  

 

MOOCs, cMOOCs, xMOOCs and bMOOCs 
Massive open online courses (MOOCs) emerged from the Open Educational Resources distributed 

learning movement over a decade now (Affouned and Klaif, 2020) tend to provide valued learning 

experiences and outcomes to diverse student level and discipline cohorts from all around the world. 

In addition to offering challenge-based lectures, readings, audio and visual material they also provide 

the opportunity to participants to share questions and answers about learning activities through 

interactive blogs or discussion forums. This is considered to be a critical feature of course participation 

in terms of developed social (learning) motivation and engagement that facilitate attendance and 

successful learning performance (Baek and Shore, 2016). Previous research has indicated mixed 

results as regards the number of individuals that should or are expected to interact in one virtual space 

(i.e. group, community) to foster learner engagement (Butler et al., 2014). In certain cases participants 

in smaller student groups seem to interact more per person, while in others larger ones tend to foster 

greater interaction per person (Baek and Shore., 2016 as above).  

Over the years, different learning activities, tools and resources have been used in MOOCs to enhance 

their overall customization and personalization strength to meet learner needs during instructional 

course design and delivery. Bonk et al. (2018) indicate that a selection of various instructional 

strategies, tools and content resources have been employed to personalize MOOC learning spaces. 

Video lectures, blogs, complementary readings, quizzes, peer-based learner feedback, alternative 

activities to course assignments, multimedia features, mobile tools and guest lectures were reported 
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as the ones mostly/frequently used to leverage MOOC-based personalized learning (Bonk et al., 2018 

as above). The authors claim that the adopted approach, however, was to design a cMOOC where 

students are a) allowed to create their own learning and knowledge/information shared with others, 

b) able to practice peer-assessment in a pre-defined way to facilitate awareness of and application of 

any learning material and c) motivated to  build their own networks via blogs, wikis, Google groups, 

Twitter, Facebook and other social networking applications outside the learning space without 

restrictions from the instructor (facilitator) (Hollands and Tirthali, 2014). cMOOCs were expanded to 

xMOOCs where learning objectives are set by the instructors (facilitators) followed by brief video 

lectures and online assessments, less often using peer-assessment and fostering learner interaction 

through the learning platform per se (Gallagher and LaBrie, 2012).  

Newer forms of MOOCs like blended MOOCs (bMOOCs) have also been developed to create 

hybrid MOOCs that embed adaptable in-class (i.e. face to face) and online mediated instruction 

(Yousef et al., 2018 p. 312). This type of MOOCs tends to target at regulating real-time exchange 

between students and (or) facilitators in order to improve further learning motivation and course 

attendance (Yousef et al., 2018 as above). As such, the instructional design principles that seem to 

align with such MOOCs are suggested to relate to a) pre-determined and self-paced lesson plans (e.g. 

learning aims, activities, etc.), b) loosely organized/open   network cooperation tools aimed to trigger 

learning motivation, engagement and decreased participant attrition (Bruff et al., 2013) and c) fellow 

learner support in addressing learning challenges, discussion groups and scaffolding to increase online 

collaboration (Lim et al., 2014). The technological tools integrated rest within cooperation, assessment 

and analytics domains. The first denotes forums, blogs, podcasts, social networks and dashboards 

(Dasarathy et al., 2014). The second reflects assessments in the form of knowledge tests, quizzes, self-

assessments and (or) peer assessments (cMOOCs; Spector, 2013). Finally, learning analytics tools tend 

to screen learning procedure, collect information about learner profile(s) and help them reflect on 

how they perceive their learning experience (Fournier et al., 2014).  

In higher education, in particular, bMOOCs are also designed to include additional challenge-

based learning activities, videos and assignments before class (flipped classroom), discussion of 

emerging learning difficulties during class with the instructor (facilitator), peer collaboration in small 

teams, and complete quizzes to assess their learning improvement (performance) (Hollands and 

Tirthali, 2014 as above). Irrespective of the type of MOOC followed, however, the instructional design 

of MOOCs still remains a rather complex issue (challenge) given not only the plethora of resources, 

instructional approaches and tools that are available for instructors (facilitators) and designers to use 

in creating different course learning spaces (Bonk et al., 2018 as above), but also the diversity of 

student background and academic discipline they originate from. The significance of embedding social 

spaces in MOOCs to foster personalization be means of learner interaction with their peers, instructor 

(facilitator) and course content is emphasized in relevant research (e.g. Sunar et al., 2015). Quaffas et 

al. (2020), in particular, propose a model of optimizing the selection of personalization strategy in 

MOOCs using clustering algorithms and open learning games (as above, p. 7). They tested their 

suggested modelling through an experimental control group study in 57 secondary education students 

in Tunisia. They indicated positive findings in terms of learner experience with the game used 

according to their learning styles. In that respect, they suggest that optimizing the personalization 

strategies might support/improve learning and assist the instructor (facilitator) to choose the suitable 

blend of personalization factors/indicators in MOOCs (p. 15). In addition, adapting MOOCs 

instructional design based on follow up research in learner experience outcomes, might also further 

corroborate to added value personalization as beneficial for both instructor (facilitator) and learner 

cohorts.  
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2. Opening Your Research to Collaborative Futures bMOOC 
The designed bMOOC for our Open Innovation in Science course followed the aforementioned briefly 

outlined research outcomes that align with current MOOC and bMOOC-related personalized 

instructional design, flipped classroom learning approach integrated (Hung et al., 2019) and student 

motivational learning space (social interaction/networking; Zhu, 2022; Bozkurt, 2021). Interaction 

with the course content and between the learners and instructors (facilitators) made possible through 

the following three pillar course platforms, as briefly outlined next. 

Below, the course is presented in the following sections: 

➢ Course structure and resources 

➢ Main course site 

➢ Google Currents 

➢ Google Drive 

➢ Zoom 

 

Course structure and resources 
The course was designed as a 5-week course. In the first three weeks, synchronous sessions were 

planned on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays with student preparation planned for Mondays and 

Tuesdays. The last two weeks, students worked on their reflections and their individual open science 

task. Below is an overview of the complete course structure, including links to resources. 

Week 1 
Available online: https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-1/ 

Time slot Title + Description 

Pre-work 

for Week 

1 

Title: Pre-work for Week 1 

Description: 

As pre-work for week 1, you can watch the following four videos and read an article 

about open science and open innovation. 

The first video is a two-and-a-half-minute introduction to the concept of Team Science. 

You will be working as a team scientist for the duration of this course! 

Click here to watch the first video. 

Since you will be working as part of an interdisciplinary group on a real-world 

challenge, it is important to have  a basic understanding of how team dynamics evolve. 

This is a 10-minute video entitled, “Understanding Group Dynamics” that will give you 

this foundation. 

Click here to watch the second video. 

Open Innovation is a relatively new term that may be new to you. It is an important 

term for researchers, whether working in a university or in other sectors, because it 

relates to knowledge creation, valuing and sharing across all disciplines, and how best 

to do this. This is a 9-minute video on the Strategies for Open Innovation, which will 

situate the term for you, in knowledge economies. 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-1/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week1_1
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week1_2
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Click here to watch the third video. 

This is a five-and-a-half minute video that introduces the basic idea of Open Science. 

Click here to watch the fourth video. 

Open Science and Open Innovation are two central tenets of this course. Please read 

the article by Beck et al. (2020), which is a great overview of how both concepts fit 

together. See if you notice what aspect of Open Science is not mentioned in the Open 

Science video above, that is alluded to in Beck et al.’s article? 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13662716.2020.1792274 

 

WEDNESDAY – Week 1 

Time slot Title + Description 

2-3 PM Title: Live lecture: Welcome/Intro 

 

Description: 

• Welcome 

• Introduction 

• Icebreaker 

3-4 PM Title: Live lecture: Introduction to challenges 

 

Description: 

Presentation and discussion of the challenges for the course. 

4-5 PM Title: Live sessions: Self-assessments 
 
Description: 
You can write your reflective learning journal here in Google Drive. 

 

THURSDAY – Week 1 

Time slot Title + Description 

10-12.30 

PM 

Title: Live lecture 

 

Description: 

• Thesis in 3 training 

12.30 - 1 
PM 

Title: Live lecture: Effective listening 
 
Description: 
Challenges are Assigned to Groups 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week1_3
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week1_4
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13662716.2020.1792274
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2-3 PM Title: Groupwork: Thesis in 3 presentations 

 

Description: 

Now that you have had some time to prepare your “Thesis in 3” presentation, you are 

going to present it your group so that everyone gets an idea of the research that each 

other is doing. Remember that your “Thesis in 3” presentation is a 3-minute 

presentation containing the core parts of your thesis, that tell the story of your 

research in a concise and engaging way. After you have given your presentation (using 

appropriate slides), another 5-minute (maximum) period is allocated for questions 

from your group members. One person should take the role of the timekeeper. One 

person should take the role of chair (i.e. directing the session). 

2-3 PM Title: Individual work: Idea Tree: 

 

Description: 

Use Google Slides. 

3-4 PM Title: Group work: Ideas tree 

Description: 

Create a Google Doc. Each person is asked to start a new page of the document and 

title the page i.e.: 

“Tree no. 1”, on page 1; “Tree no. 2” on page 2, etc at the top of each page. 

Underneath this title, each person begins an idea tree. 

You will write a few sentences about a potential approach / idea related to the 

challenge that your group will be working on for the coming days. Images can also be 

included. You will spend 6-8 minutes describing your idea in this document, and no 

more. 

Remember, this is a brainstorming session and is about being creative. The feasibility 

/ practicality of ideas is not a priority at this stage. 

When the time is up, you will move down to the next Idea Tree in this document, and 

you will build off this first idea, either adding further, related ideas, or creative 

strategies to realise the idea. 

Again you will spend 6-8 minutes on your contribution, before moving on to the next 

Idea Tree. 

This process continues until all group members have contributed to all of the Idea Trees 

generated in the Group. There should be as many Idea Trees as there are group 

members. 

At the end of the process, the group reads through all of the ideas and discusses 

them, selecting the top 3 ideas that have emerged from this process. You should also 
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collate any questions that arise within your group that you may have for your external 

collaborator. 

Please share these questions with your group facilitator. 

4-5 PM Title: Large group reflection: Meeting your facilitators and preparing for the first 

meeting with your external partner 

 

Description: 

All groups will rejoin the main room and discuss the process and learnings from these 
tasks. 
 
The first meeting with your external partner will also be discussed. 

 

FRIDAY – Week 1 

Time slot Title + Description 

10-10.30 

AM 

Title: Live Lecture: Negotiation in Open innovation - "Win/Win" 

 

Description: 

Win/Win means agreements or solutions are mutually beneficial, mutually satisfying. 

With a Win/Win solution, all parties feel good about the decision and feel committed 

to the action plan. 

Win/Win sees life as a cooperative, not a competitive arena” - Stephen Covey. In this 

lecture, you will be presented with some techniques to consider for carrying out 

win/win negotiations. 

11-12 PM Title: Groups meet with their external partners: 

 

Description: 

This is your first meeting with the representative of the organisation that has 

contributed your challenge. In this meeting, you will each introduce yourselves, seek 

any clarifications from the material they have provided, and discuss potential 

directions for the project. 

You will agree the scope of the project. Make sure that you have at least one person 

assigned to take notes on the meeting that can be shared with the external partner 

after the meeting. 

12-1 PM Title: Group work: Debrief with group and facilitator; Make a project plan 

 

Description: 
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Stay on the call with your group to debrief once the meeting with your external 

partner has finished. Formulate a blogpost about the meeting to share as a group.  

Questions you should ask yourselves: did you meet the objectives of the meeting? 

What went well? What could have gone better? What are the key item/ideas that 

need immediate action? What is the main take-away learning(s) for the group? 

2-4 PM Title: Groups work on challenges 

 

Description: 

You will begin this session by watching videos on Design Thinking and Collaborative 

mind-mapping. This will help you to formulate an approach to your project work. You 

will progress your ideas/research work on this challenge. 

You will finish the session by making a project plan for the next two weeks that you will 

post on the blog. Students are encouraged to feedback on each others’ plans. 

3-4 PM Title: Individual work: project plan: 

 

Description: 

• Write a project plan in Google Docs 

• Post on blog + comments link 

4.30-5.30 

PM 

Title: Guest Speaker: Dr Emma Karoune - Managing a Research Career with Open 
Science Collapse 
 
Description: 
Our guest lecturer will speak about their research into open science and open 

innovation. 

 

WEEK 2 
Available online: https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-2/ 

Time slot Title + Description 

Pre-work 

for Week 2 

Title: Pre-work for week 2 

 

Description: 

As preparation for week 2, we encourage you to take a look at the FAIR-Aware 

assessment tool, watch a video and read the chapter below. 

You will find the FAIR-Aware assessment tool: https://fairaware.dans.knaw.nl/ 

Fair-Aware helps researchers to assess their knowledge of the FAIR Principles (i.e. 

Findable; Accessible; Interoperable; Reusable), and to better understand how making 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-1/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-2/
https://fairaware.dans.knaw.nl/
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your data(set) FAIR can increase the potential value and impact of your data. The self-

assessment consists of 10 questions with additional guidance texts to help you 

become more aware of what you can do to make your data(set) as FAIR as possible. 

The assessment will take between 10 and 30 minutes, after which you will receive 

and overview of your awareness level and additional tips on how you can further 

improve your FAIR skills. 

Watch the video about Data Management Plans: Horizon Europe Data Management 

Plan 

Click here to watch the video. 

Finally, read Chapter 2 in the open e-book “The Science of Citizen Science” (2021): 

‘What Is Citizen Science? The Challenges of Definition’. 

Book_TheScienceOfCitizenScience_chapter_two 

Assignment 
of the week 

Assignment of the week: 
 
During week 2, course participants will progress their “collaborative challenge” 
project towards the project goal, which will include an interim meeting with their 
external partner.  
Course participants will choose one “open science” task 
to undertake individually but discuss all tasks and the rationale for their 
selection jointly in group (s) and with their tutor/facilitator.   

• Tasks: Create a data management plan for your research;  
• Pre-register a study;  
• Design an engaged research interaction;   
• Secure a short-term internship; 

Course participants will undertake a career planning exercise, both in groups and 
individually.  

 

WEDNESDAY – Week 2 

Time slot Title + Description 

2-3.30 PM Title: Live lecture: Open science initiatives 

 

Description: 

Open Science is about extending the principles of openness to the whole research 

cycle, fostering sharing and collaboration as early as possible, thus entailing a systemic 

change to the way science and research is done. 

In this lecture you will learn about the principal open science initiatives in the European 

area. 

3.30-5 PM Title: Group work: Choosing your open science task 

 

Description: 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_Week2_1
http://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/wp-content/uploads/sites/91/2021/11/Book_TheScienceOfCitizenScience_chapter_two.pdf
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You will choose one out of four open science tasks to undertake as an individual 

assignment (to be completed by week 5). 

The four tasks will be presented and discussed in the large group. You will then go into 

break-out rooms to discuss which tasks you feel are most relevant to you or that would 

be most beneficial for you to undertake, and why. 

 

THURSDAY – Week 2 

Time slot Title + Description 

10-11 AM Title: Meeting with your group facilitator 

 

Description: 

You will meet with your facilitator to get feedback on your ideas/progress on your 

project, and how you are planning to formulate your next meeting with your external 

partner. It is advised to use Google slides as a collaborative tool. 

11-1 PM Title: Groups work on challenges independently 

 

Description: 

Course participants work independently in their group. 

2-3 PM Title: Interim meeting with your external partner to present ideas 

 

Description: 

In this meeting you will present your progress to your external partner and receive 

feedback. You will agree a direction of work for the final week of the project. 

Make sure that you have at least one person assigned to take notes on the meeting 

that can be shared with the external partner after the meeting.  

3-5 PM Title: Group work: Debriefing with facilitator 

 

Description: 

You will meet first with your facilitator in your small group to reflect on the meeting 

and agree on next steps. Create a Google Doc to record this reflection.  

In the large group, you will share your experience and reflections with the other 

groups.  

You will finish by writing an individual blog about this experience. 
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FRIDAY – Week 2 

Time slot Title + Description 

10-1 PM Title:  Groups work on challenges independently 

 

Description: 

Self-organised work in the groups. 

2-4 PM Title: Large group: Research career planning 

 

Description: 

Large group sharing/brainstorm on potential career options. You will help to create 

special interest groups based on potential career/employment areas of interest, and 

you will choose to participate in one of those groups. 

4-5 PM Title: Guest speaker: Dr Patrick Slevin – Transitioning from Academia 

 

WEEK 3 
Available online: https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-3/ 

Time slot Title + Description 

Pre-work 

for Week 3 

Title: Pre-work for week 3 

Description: 

It is important to think about giving presentations outside of the research setting in 

a different way. One way of presenting new ideas is in a "pitch" format. Here is a 

useful video on "Five Pitching mistakes that entrepreneurs make and how to fix 

them" 

Click here to watch the video 

Once you have completed your group challenge project, you will need to reflect as a 

team on how you operated, on what/why/how you produced what you did and how 

you communicated your work. Here is a short video on team reflexivity to help you 

with this process. 

Click here to watch the video 

Assignment 

for Week 3 

Title: Assignment of the week 

Description: 

Course participants will have to prepare and deliver a presentation to a panel, 

including their external partner on how they addressed their challenge. 

Course participants will have to prepare one slide on their plan for their individual 

"Open Science" task to share within their groups. 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-2/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week3_1
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/#Vid_week3_2
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Course participants will continue to develop their written reflections including Career 

Plan. 

Course participants will progress their individual "Open Science" task. 

 

WEDNESDAY – Week 3 

Time slot Title + Description 

2-4 PM Title: Group work: Open science individual tasks tutorial 

 

Description: 

You will attend a tutorial in a small group(s) that aligns with your chosen individual 

"Open Science" task. You will share one slide with the group and receive feedback. 

Then you will come back to the large group to share your learnings. 

4-5 PM Title: Group work: Groups work on challenges independently 

 

Description: 

You will take the rest of the day to focus on your challenge group work, in preparation 

for the presentation tomorrow. 

 

THURSDAY – Week 3 

Time slot Title + Description 

10-12 PM Title: Group Work: Grojps work on challenges independently 

 

Description: 

You will take this day to focus on your challenge group work, in preparation for the 

presentation tomorrow. 

12-1 PM Title: Guest Speaker: Dr Vojtech Nosek - Knowledge Transfer/Intellectual Property 
 
Description: 
This talk will deepen your understanding of Intellectual Property. 

2-5 PM Title: Group work: Work on Challenges Independently 
 
Description: 
Groups may organise meeting with their facilitator today. 

 

FRIDAY – Week 3 
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Time slot Title + Description 

10-1 PM Title: Group presentations to external partners and expert panel 

 

Description: 

You will present your projects to the panel and your external partner(s). 

After all groups have delivered their presentations, course participants (in the 

audience) will give feedback on their peers' presentations. 

2-3.30 PM Title: Group work: Debriefing with group facilitator 

 

Description: 

Participants will debrief with their team and facilitator in Zoom break-out rooms. 

Following this, in the large group, there will be a "post-it" session on lessons learned 

from transdisciplinary collaboration. 

4-5 PM Title: Self-assessment & close 

 

Description: 

You will undertake self-assessment to aid your reflection on the key learning objectives 

of the course 

• Open Science Self-Assessment 

• Interpersonal and Problem-Solving Ability 

• Intercultural Sensitivity Inventory 

 

Week 4 
Available online: https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-4/ 

Description: 

You are expected to develop your reflection as outlined in the Assignment brief and to progress the 

individual “open science” task that you chose in week 2. 

 

Week 5 
Available online: https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-5/ 

Description: 

You are expected to finalise your reflection as outlined in the Assignment brief, and to complete the 

individual task that you chose in week 2. Both assignments should be uploaded here (we need a 

function for this) by close of business on Friday. 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-4/
http://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/wp-content/uploads/sites/91/2021/11/Assignment_brief_Reflective-learning-journal.pdf
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-5/
http://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/wp-content/uploads/sites/91/2021/11/Assignment_brief_Reflective-learning-journal.pdf
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Main course site 
The original course site is no longer available in the original form, because the intention of the 

project was to transform the course site into a resource. The course site included the following 

menus: 

➢ detailed course schedule per week (see links in course structure above) 

➢ update about the Opening Doors SwafS funded research project directing to the project’s 

main course site (https://openingdoors4phd.eu/index.html) 

➢ content that was divided into  

o Video content: (https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/) 

o Resources 

 Resources and tools regarding RRI topic 

 Citizen Science including Open Access 

 A Zenodo demo session on FAIR awareness tool and  

 Beck et al. (2020) Open Innovation in Science seminal paper  

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/literature/ 

 

➢ Blog (selected blogs posts are available at: https://open-

tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/blog/) 

The learners posted their reflections concerning the end of the course, their role in a collaborative 

research project, their perceptions about their career development plan, how they perceived the 

training of communication attributes throughout the course and their thoughts and ideas about they 

collaborated in teams based on compatibility and synergy.  

➢ Live Lectures (no longer available online) 

This space was used for links to the live zoom lectures of the course.  

 

The figures below show the frontpage of the main course site (figure 1), detailed course schedule 

(figure 2), content (figure 3) and blog (figure 4). 

 

https://openingdoors4phd.eu/index.html
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/literature/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/blog/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/blog/
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Figure 1. Opening Your Research to Collaborative Futures main course site (https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/) 

 

 

Figure 2. Detailed course schedule (https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-1/) 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/
https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/week-1/
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Figure 3. Course content (videos) (https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/) 

 

 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/video-content/
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Figure 4. Student blog posts (https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/blog/) 

 

Google Currents 
Google Currents was the discussion forum that enabled Opening Your Research to Collaborative 

Futures community to share questions and answers. 

 

Figure 5. Google Currents discussion forum (login required) 

 

Google Drive Workspace 
Opening Your Research to Collaborative Futures community shared plenty of Opening Doors research 

project and Opening Your Research Workspace course folders that included module assignments, 

presentations, challenges, reports, surveys, recordings, lists, reviews of external panel meetings, etc. 

Further, the workspace was used by students to collaborate on their challenge projects, writing 

together and collaborating on presentations and reports. 

https://open-tdm.au.dk/blogs/openingdoors/blog/
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Figure 6. Google Drive workspace (login required) 

 

Zoom 
Zoom was used for synchronous online sessions during the weeks. Zoom was used for live lectures 

by teachers and guest speakers, for student group work, for student meetings with external 

partners, and for student presentations of their projects 

 

Figure 7. Zoom used for live lectures. 

3. Conclusion and Next Steps 
The University College Dublin Lead and project coordinator is working with the consortium partners 

towards the project’s Online Learning Resource and Support Tool for Supervisors (M15). 
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